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Northwest Film Forum plans Release and Retrospective
of Work From Argentine Director Lisandro Alonso
Northwest Film Forum will be releasing the much-praised film Liverpool with a
sixteen-city tour. The Film Forum is also bringing the director to Seattle and
showing a retrospective of his work, none of which has ever screened in the city.

Seattle, WA — Continuing their efforts to support exciting emerging filmmakers around the
world, Northwest Film Forum will be releasing Argentine director Lisandro Alonso's new film,
Liverpool, and bringing the director to Seattle for a retrospective of his work. A fifteen-city
tour is planned for Liverpool, beginning in September 2009. Northwest Film Forum is also
pleased to welcome Alonso in November 2009, and premiere all four of his previous films.
The director will also teach a seminar explaining his unique filmmaking style on November
14.
One of Argentina's most distinguished directors and a strong player in the movement of New
Argentine Cinema, Lisandro Alonso has amassed an impressive body of work since his first
debut film, La Libertad, in 2001. His films are characterized by the creation of an evocatively
atemporal and otherworldly experience, and the depiction of lone men, wandering though
landscapes at once beautiful and isolated. Liverpool is the third in a strikingly unified trilogy
that also includes La Libertad, Los Muertos (2004) and Fantasma (2006), all of which will
make their Seattle premiere at Northwest Film Forum in November.
Alonso's singular voice shines in his latest achievement, Liverpool. A graceful ode to solitude
and the existential need for meaning, the story follows a sailor, Farrel, on a lonely journey in
the southernmost region of Argentina. After traveling the world, Farrel asks the captain if he
can leave the ship to see if his mother still lives in their old village. Alonso’s wide shots of
formidable mountain ranges connects Farrel’s gloomy trek through the snow with the dark

past that haunts him, creating an engrossing aesthetic that sets the director apart as a
master of style and technique.
The Film Forum has acquired limited rights to Liverpool, named "one of the best
undistributed films" by both INDIEWire and Film Comment, and "Best Film of 2008" by
Cinema Scope. Alonso’s fourth feature has eluded US distribution since its premiere at
Cannes Film Festival in 2008. Northwest Film Forum’s release currently includes sixteen
venues in the US and Canada beginning with the US theatrical premiere at New York’s
Anthology Film Archive on September 2, 2009. Other tour destinations include San
Francisco, Pittsburgh, Duluth, Ithaca, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Toronto, Cleveland, Rochester,
Columbus and Edmonton. Complete retrospectives and visits are scheduled for Harvard
Film Archives and Yale University, in addition to Seattle.
Northwest Film Forum has previously distributed Police Beat (produced through the Film
Forum's Start-to-Finish program), the locally made documentary Walking to Werner, as well
as the French feature La France.
“As with La France, we saw a worthy film failing to find a distributor despite support for it
amongst our colleagues across the US and Canada,” says Northwest film Forum’s Program
Director Adam Sekuler, who negotiated the acquisition. “When we travel to festivals we’re
envious of the types of films that find releases over seas. Our acquisitions are predicated on
lack of traditional distribution releases for these titles as well as their critical appeal from our
colleagues and the press. It's a model we hope to continue to foster in the future.”
While in Seattle Alonso will teach a master class and create an original short as part of
Northwest Film Forum’s ongoing "one-shot" film series.
The retrospective of Alonso's work at Northwest Film Forum is as follows (please visit
www.nwfilmforum.org for details of which screenings Alonso will be attending):
November 11-14
La Libertad
The first feature by celebrated Argentine director Lisandro Alonso, La Libertad is a thoughtprovoking piece of minimalist realism. The actor playing the protagonist, a woodcutter named
Misael, had never been to the movies let alone been trained as an actor. He spends his days
chopping wood, transporting it, hunting and sleeping.
November 12-15
Los Muertos
After serving thirty years in prison, a grim man named Vargas journeys back through thick
jungle and swamp to reunite with the daughter he left behind long ago. A mysterious aura
emanates from him, just as it does from the inscrutable depths of the jungle, so that they
meld together in a way that blurs the lines of the man’s identity.
November 14
Fantasma
A rewarding meta-commentary on his first two films, Lisandro Alonso’s Fantasma functions
as a meditation on the themes and characters in La Libertad and Los Muertos. Alonso entices
the two leading men from his previous films, Misael and Vargas, to leave their secluded rural
homes and wander through the San Martin Theatre in Buenos Aires.

November 13-19
Liverpool
A graceful ode to solitude and the existential need for meaning, the story follows a sailor
named Farrel on a lonely journey in the southernmost region of Argentina. After traveling the
world, Farrel asks the captain if he can leave the ship to see if his mother still lives in their
old village.
Press screening information will be announced in October 2009. Please contact
ryan@nwfilmforum.org with interview requests. Images are available at
www.nwfilmforum.org/press/.
Northwest Film Forum is Seattle's premier film arts organization, screening over 200 independently
made and classic films annually, offering a year-round schedule of filmmaking classes for all ages,
and supporting filmmakers at all stages of their careers. NWFF brings together a community of
individuals dedicated to great film in Seattle and beyond. You can learn more at
http://www.nwfilmforum.org/
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